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How to choose between
growth and ROIC

Investors reward high-performing companies that shift their strategic focus
prudently, even if that means lower returns or slower growth.
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One key to creating value is understanding how to manage the subtle balance between
growth and returns on invested capital. Empirical evidence suggests that companies
enjoying strong ROIC can afford to let it decline over the short term to pursue growth—
and that companies with low returns are better off improving ROIC than emphasizing growth.

Value-minded executives know that although growth is good, returns on invested
capital (ROIC) can be an equally—or still more—important indicator of value
creation. 1 Yet even executives at the best companies often wrestle with strategic
decisions in order to reach the right balance between growth and returns. We
repeatedly come across executives whose companies earn high returns on capital but
who are unwilling to let those returns decline to encourage faster growth.
Conversely, we see executives at companies with low returns working to promote
growth instead of improving their ROIC.

Large companies in particular can find it difficult to grow without giving up some of
their existing returns. 2 What’s more, many executives are accustomed to seeing
growth and returns improve (or decline) hand in hand as market conditions change.
As a result, decision makers may hesitate to alter strategic directions, fearing a lag in
market acceptance.
EX HI B IT 1
High ROIC

To understand better how value is created over time, we identified all nonfinancial
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US companies that had a market cap of more than $2 billion3 in 1995 and had
been listed for at least a decade as of that year. When we examined their growth and
ROIC performance over the subsequent decade, we found clear patterns in the
interaction between the two measures. These patterns can help guide value creation
strategies suited to a company’s current performance.
For companies that already have high ROIC, 4 raising revenues faster than the
market generates higher total returns to shareholders (TRS) than further
improvements to ROIC do (Exhibit 1). This finding doesn’t mean that companies
with high ROICs can disregard the impact of growth on their profitability and
capital returns. But executives do have the latitude to invest in growth even if ROIC
and profitability erode as a result—as long as they can keep ROIC levels in or above
the medium band.
EX HI B IT 2
Medium ROIC

Companies that fall in the middle of the ROIC scale 5 (Exhibit 2) have no latitude
to let their performance on either measure decline. For these companies, improving
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ROIC without maintaining growth at the pace of the market or generating growth at
the cost of lower ROIC usually results in a below-market TRS. In most cases the
market rewarded these companies with above-market returns only when they
maintained their growth and improved their ROIC. 6
The pattern continues for companies with low ROIC7 (Exhibit 3). Although both
ROIC and growth are still important, an improvement in ROIC is clearly more
important: companies that increased their ROIC generated, on average, TRS 5 to 8
percent higher than those that didn’t. Growth relative to the market made less
difference (1 to 4 percent) for shareholders, particularly if the company improved its
ROIC. This result isn’t surprising. Because such companies were generating returns
at or below their weighted-average cost of capital, they would have had difficulty
accessing capital to finance further growth unless they improved their operations
and earned the right to grow. Indeed, nearly one-third of the companies in this
category from 1995 were acquired or went bankrupt within the following decade.
EX HI B IT 3
Low ROIC

Of course, when an industry reaches maturity and consolidates, companies may find
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it impossible to avoid slow growth and, at the same time, compressed margins. And
when a company cannot find growth opportunities or improve its returns on
investment, executives might better serve shareholders by selling the company to
owners who can drive higher growth or by returning capital to shareholders
through stock buybacks.
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Those with a ten-year average ROIC greater than or equal to 20 percent in 1995.
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Those with a ten-year average ROIC in 1995 greater than or equal to 9 percent but less than 20 percent.
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Those with a ten-year average ROIC in 1995 greater than or equal to 6 percent but less than 9 percent.
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